Complete Employee
Experience Assessment
Gain actionable insights to improve employee experience,
happiness, & values alignment in any size organization
HAPPINESS

When your organization is relying on you to deliver insights that impact
employees, products, and customers, an antiquated Employee Satisfaction
Survey simply won't do. Legacy ESATs are resource intensive, suffer from
low participation, generate misleading data, and don’t deliver actionable
insights.

With ALL2, now better is possible

TENURE

{ Ask }
TEAM

ALL2 is the only provider with a people-first, micro-poll
approach. We combine the best in modern tech with
thoughtful question design that’s segmented by
industry, role, & department. While our uniquely fun
user experience ensures maximum participation.
Using bite-sized interactions over time we are able to
capture real trends – not just a single static snapshot.

{ Listen }

QUALITY

ALL2 assessments give your employees a voice. In just
seconds per day we create a more reliable data source,
eliminating edge cases, and correcting for "bad days".
Plus, our dynamic design tailors questions on-the-fly to
ensure we get the right information from the right
people at the right time.

SAVINGS

{ Learn }
DIVERSITY

KNOWLEDGE

MISSION

ALL2 analyzes the results and delivers real,
actionable insights (not just a stack of charts)
that further your people, product, and
customer goals. We help ensure you free up
valuable resources and remain focused on
what really matters.

WWW.ALL2.IO - INFO@ALL2.IO

The ALL2 Difference

Why it works

Save time and money with a fixed-price,
fully managed solution including
discovery, enrollment, insights, and
analytics

We begin every engagement with inperson discovery sessions so that we are
aligned to your goals.

Build trust and encourage honesty
though our dedication to privacy and
anonymity

Our unique micro-poll approach delivers
fun, bite-sized interactions to your
employees on a daily or weekly basis.

Leverage our in-depth expertise
deploying culture by design across
industries and at every stage of company
lifecycle

The UX-optimized, fully-responsive UI
supports all devices and features
interactive questions (with audio, video,
& images) instead of basic plain-text
inputs.

Partner with people driven by a passion
for corporate culture & building happy,
healthy teams

We supercharge delivery by supporting
all modern channels including Email,
SMS, QR Code, Slack, & more.

Simplify your workflow with our unique,
full-service engagement model focused
on your needs without internal bias

Collecting data regularly over time
ensures we capture real-trends and can
normalize results for edge cases, “bad
days”, and other pitfalls.

Benefit from higher participation with a
modern platform focused on user
experience
Ask the right questions using our
dynamic question systems & microtailoring
Maximize ROI through actionable
insights that are focused on outcomes

www.all2.io
info@all2.io
206-747-1335

Costs & Timeframes
A typical engagement spans 6-8 weeks
with a 4-week micro-poll runtime. Our allinclusive, fixed-costs range between
$5,000 - $25,000 depending on scale and
complexity.

Our passion is company culture. Our mission is to empower every workplace
to be an amazing environment that's happy, healthy, and inspires the best in
others. We help build and retain amazing teams, create fun offices, improve
communication, and foster strong team spirit. We create alignment between
your mission, values, and company culture to benefit people, product, and
customers. After all – we’re all in this together.

